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Teleco presents an Android-based multimedia system with 10.1”
touchscreen, specially designed for campers
The new T-NSA10DAB can be installed on vehicles that are double DIN ready. During installation
you can decide whether to position the screen vertically, thus tailoring the display to your specific
needs. Pre-installed apps include Google Maps, Spotify, Google Play Music, Whatsapp and Netflix
Lugo di Ravenna (May 2022) – Radio, sat-nav, entertainment. When touring with a camper, a multimedia
system provides valuable driving assistance and can be an excellent travelling companion for the entire family.
Teleco - a specialist in technological solutions for RV communications, energy management and entertainment
- now presents a new Android-based product featuring a 10.1” touchscreen, one of the largest on the market.
Compatible with all dashboards that can accommodate double-DIN frame systems (e.g. Fiat Ducato, Citröen
Jumper and Peugeot Boxer), the new T-NSA10DAB has a tilt-adjustable screen that ensures optimal viewing
at all times.
An integrated receiver lets you tune into both analogue radio broadcasts on AM and FM bands with RDS and
digital ones compatible with the latest DAB+ standard: the specific antenna is included. Bluetooth connection
to your smartphone means you can make phone calls hands-free or listen to your favourite music.
However, what really makes this multimedia system versatile is the Android operating system, the pre-installed
apps and the ability to download more from the dedicated App store. To take advantage of all these functions
just connect the T-NSA10DAB to the cellphone Wi-Fi hotspot so you can browse, download data and maps
and enjoy audio and video streaming services.
Pre-installed apps include Spotify, Google Play Music and Netflix (the playback function of which can be
disabled while driving for safety reasons). Whatsapp and Google Maps complete the array of basic apps.
Needless to say, an integrated GPS receiver allows for satellite navigation. If you prefer not to use Google
Maps to avoid “consuming” data from your cellphone plan, there’s the option of purchasing BeNomad
navigation software. Optimized for motorhomes, this includes maps for 43 European countries.
The T-NSA10DAB system can also read USB sticks (via the rear sockets) or memory cards in microSD format
(via the frontal slot). What’s more, audio and video inputs allow you to connect an external camera to provide,
for example, assistance when reversing.
On the hardware side, the Android 10 operating system runs on a Quad Core ARM A7 1.2 GHz processor,
two gigabytes of RAM and a 16 gigabyte flash memory. Touchscreen resolution is 1920 x 1080 pixels (Full
HD). From an audio viewpoint, internal Mosfet amplification guarantees 45 watts of power on four channels,
while those who prefer a more customized system have four pre-amplified audio outputs and a dedicated
subwoofer output at their disposal. A built-in 9-band equalizer allows for perfect audio calibration.
The T-NSA10DAB system is already available from authorised Teleco Group dealers.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Functions

Specifications

FM/AM tuner with RDS

Android 10 operating system

Built-in DAB/DAB+ radio, DAB antenna included

CPU quad-core ARM A7 4*1.2 GHz

Built-in GPS receiver

RAM memory 2GB DDR3

On-line navigation

Flash memory 16 GB

Network & Wi-Fi Hotspot

10.1 inch touchscreen

Bluetooth speaker

Resolution 1920x1080 pixel

A2DP music streaming

4*45W Mosfet Output amplifier

Mirror function towards smartphone via
EasyConnection app

4 pre-amplified audio outputs

USB memory reader (3 rear)

1 pre-amplified subwoofer output

Frontal microSD reader

9-band graphic equalizer

Multilingual system

1 audio-video input

Selectable 7-colour GUI with RGB lighting

Music formats: MP3, WMA, AAC, RM, FALC etc.

Personalised welcome logo

Video formats: MPEG-1/2/4, H264, H263, VC1,
RV, RMVB, DivX, Sorenson SparK, Spark, VP8,
AVS Stream

Built-in programmable SWC

Image formats: JPG/BMP/JEPG/GIF/PNG

Rear video camera and frontal camera input

BeNomad map of Europe (43 countries) for campers
(optional)

About Teleco Group
TELECO GROUP is a group of leading companies in the recreational vehicle industry, based in Northern
Italy. Teleco SpA designs, manufactures and markets a complete range of devices and equipment for
terrestrial and satellite TV signal reception, televisions, satellite navigation devices, cameras and monitors,
multimedia systems and photovoltaic modules. Telair srl is specialised in the development and manufacture
of air conditioners, generators and inverters. The Group's products are marketed throughout Europe where a
widespread support network is available. The TELECO GROUP has two subsidiaries in France and
Germany: Teleco GmbH and Teleco sas.
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